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What To Do

WAVELENGTH - NEW WORK BY MARGARET NEILLWAVELENGTH - NEW WORK BY MARGARET NEILL
Date/TimeDate/Time
Mar 1, 2019 to Apr 20, 2019 

10:00 AM until 05:30 PM

 This event occurs weekly, on Tuesday, Wednesday, Thursday, Friday and Saturday.

DescriptionDescription
Kenise Barnes Fine Art is pleased to present a
solo exhibition featuring new work by
Margaret Neill. This is the artist’s fifth
exhibition and her first solo show with the
gallery. 

Neill, like artists throughout history, creates
art that simultaneously reveals and reflects her
own biography.  

“My very first memory is of my ear to my
mother’s heart. From the time I could make a
conscious choice I have been recreating the
sensation of that continuous, repeating flow in
my work.”

- Margaret Neill, 2019
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Growing up in the wide-open spaces of the
Midwest, Neill recalls hours of solitude, her face pressed against a partially open window, the sound and
pressure of the wind and the blurred vision of the passing landscape experienced from a moving car. She was
transfixed for hours by the hum of the engine, the rush of the air and the ribboning strip of paint that defined the
boundary between the road and the landscape beyond. 

Neill’s inspiration now comes from her daily walks in nature during all kinds of weather and over many types of
terrain. She is moved by the lifting fog or the short-lived appearance of a small lake as the snow melts after a
winter storm and by the patterns of branching of trees, the wrack lines and waves on the shore, or the
momentarily weightlessness of a cormorant or heron moving fluidly through air or water and of her own body,
the stretch of her legs and arms keeping her steady and upright in motion or in stillness and the beating of her
own heart.

Neill is focused on recreating these sensory experiences in painting and drawing. Each work is a journey, or trek
with many paths and byways taking place simultaneously. Once begun, all the parts of the work are in
continuous play like the various musical instruments in a sextet playing with and against each other. Each
painting or drawing begins without notes or plans but emerges from the arc of the artist’s arm and through the
medium and materials.

The exhibition WAVELENGTH includes ten large paintings, some are exuberant in their multi-colored oil
painted surface while others are close tonal works in near monochromatic compositions of graphite and ink. The
work investigates the properties of abstract curvilinear forms found in nature and the localized conditions of her
environment. The works are both intuitive and analytical in developed drawings and paintings that are
composed of deeply layered intersecting geometries.

Margaret Neill’s work has been featured in the Wall Street International Magazine, Domino Magazine, Better
Homes and Gardens, InStyle Magazine and others. Her work can be found in collections throughout the United
States including Yale University Art Gallery, New Haven, CT, The New York Public Library, New York, NY,
Chicago Museum of Contemporary Art, Chicago, IL, The New School, New York, NY, Brigham and Women’s
Hospital, Boston, MA. The artist lives and works in Brooklyn, NY. 

A digital exhibition catalogue is available, and a link can be found on our website, www.KBFA.com. 

Please contact our staff with inquires or to arrange a preview of the exhibition. 

Kenise Barnes, director: Kenise@kbfa.com

Lani Holloway, gallery manager: Lani@kbfa.com

B. Avery Syrig, sales, art handling and logistics: Avery@kbfa.com

Stephanie Crawford, admin. assistant: Stephanie@kbfa.com
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View mapView mapView map

We maintain an extensive inventory in our lower-level warehouse that includes a private presentation room. We
always have a wide selection of paintings, drawings, prints, monoprints and photographs to offer collectors.

Services: 

• Complimentary in-home or in-office consultations. 

• Artwork may be seen three day on-approval basis. 

• Delivery and installation available. 

CostCost
Free, public invited

LocationLocation
Kenise Barnes Fine Art 

1947 Palmer Avenue 

Larchmont, NY 

Additional InformationAdditional Information
Neighborhood:

Bronxville,Greenwich,Harrison,Larchmont,Mamaroneck,New Rochelle,Pelham,Purchase,Rye,Rye

Brook,Scarsdale,Stamford,Tarrytown,White Plains

We make every effort to ensure the accuracy of this information. However, you should always

call ahead to con�rm dates, times, location, and other information.
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